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Crystal City Citizen Review Council (CCCRC) Meeting 
March 2nd, 2022 

Meeting Summary 
7:00-9:00 pm 

 
 
CCCRC members attending 

• Michael Dowell (Chair, Aurora Highlands Civic Association) 
• Carol Fuller (Crystal City Civic Association) 
• Judy Freshman (Crystal City Civic Association) 
• Barbara Selfridge (Crystal City Civic Association) 
• Pamela Van Hine (Aurora Highlands Civic Association) 
• Susan English (Arlington Ridge Civic Association) 
• Richard J. Kelly (Arlington Ridge Civic Association) 
• Taylor Lawch (Crystal City Landowners) 
• Rob Mandle (National Landing Business Improvement District) 
• Nia Bagley (Planning Commission) 

 
CCCRC members not attendin 

• Emily Norton (Crystal City Civic Association) 
• Patrick Phillippi (Crystal City Business Owners/Tenants) 
• Shruti Kuppa (Parks and Recreation Commission) 
• Haley Norris (Housing Commission) 
• Todd Yeatts (Economic Development Commission) 

 
Staff: Matt Mattauszek, Pablo Lopez. 
 
Members of the Public: 

• Christer Ahl 
 
Location: Virtual Meeting 
 
1. Crystal City Development Update by staff. 

• Matt M. presented slides and took the following questions. 
• Michael Dowell asks clarification on the ownership structure of the TSA block. Matt 

responds that the half north side of the block is housing the DEA agency and recently 
signed a long-term lease. The south portion of the block is own by Brookfield Properties. 

o Rob Mandle notes that DEA signed the lease weeks before the Amazon deal was 
announced. 

• Pamela Van Hine asks for more information on the Crystal House site approval from 
2019. Matt mentions that the site plan might be revisited depending on the conditions 
set per the new affordable housing developer.  
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• Carol Fuller asks whether there has been a deadline set for the Crystal House site. Matt 
responds that yes, in fact the are some deadlines in place that speak to the delivery of 
the site. 

• Michael Dowell mentions that at the time of approval of the site plan, there was strong 
consensus for a transparent and pedestrian friendly ground floor at Crystal House. He 
asks Matt if there would be any value on writing some kind of letter to make sure the 
previous consensus is heard. Matt suggests he can share the contact information of the 
person in charge of the development of the project. He says there will probably a public 
check in once the team is ready to proceed. 

• Judy Freshman agrees with the suggestion but doesn’t support providing too many 
feedback that would open the door to extending the development of the project too 
much. 

• Taylor Lawch aligns himself with Judy Freshman. He supports not burdening the 
schedule of the development. 

• Susan English reminds that the delivery date from the RFQ was noted as 2028. 
• Michael Dowell introduces the topic on 23rd Street having a small area plan dedicated to 

it. He asks for feedback and reactions. 
o Matt M. suggests that the community should point out what the ongoing efforts 

are missing in 23rd Street. Matt M suggests letting the ongoing planning 
processes conclude before the community points out to outstanding elements in 
23rd street. 

o Rob Mandle. Suggests that we should define how we understand the “preserve” 
concept. He thinks the Crystal City Heights study can help promote the 
preservation of 23rd Street through redevelopment. He also spoke to the 
Commercial Revitalization Program and how 23rd Street could benefit from it. 
Although he is a little bit skeptical about the effectiveness of the Commercial 
Revitalization Program. 

o Judy Freshman asks Rob to clarify the extent of the study for 23rd Street.  
o Rob Mandle suggests that since there is no a formal process in place yet, there is 

no real extent of the study. The extent of the study would depend on the funding 
and formal study stablished if given the case. 

o Michael Dowell asks about the extent of the Melwood SGLUP study. Matt says it 
is only for the Melwood property. He clarifies that what the letter says is that the 
ongoing planning processes around 23rd Street might inform what happens in 
between. 

o Rob Mandle clarifies that the point in the letter is responding to the letter that 
the CCCRC had sent previously. 

o Carol Fuller on the Melwood SGLUP study. The neighborhood will oppose to 
extending the commercial aspect of the corridor. 

o Pam Van Hine adds to Carols comments. She mentions that ACA is starting a 
zoning committee who hopefully will gather the communities feedback on 
Melwood SGLUP. She believes, so far, the community is very supportive of the 
Melwood project. 
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2. CCCRC Recommendations to County Manager for Capital Improvement Plan. 

• Matt M provides update on a few CIP projects located in the area. He mentions that 
some items related to parks is in the air since there are still internal debates on how 
much money is being allocated to those projects and for what year. 

o 18th St Metro Market. Taylor suggest this should be a priority since there is a 
development under construction next to it right now. 

o Center Park. Taylor also suggests this should be a priority since it is also next to a 
building under construction. 

o 15th St Re-alignment (and Dog Park). The alignment and redesign is at 90%. 
Have returned to negotiation table with the owner for the easement for the 
park. The funding for design and construction is still available and hasn’t 
changed. 

o VHP Master Plan. Michael asks about the timing and funding from River House 
project or the PDSP for VHP. Matt says that the PDSP talks to the 1-acre 
expansion of the VHP being a priority community benefit. Which will benefit the 
master planning effort for the park to happen earlier rather than later. 

o Roaches Run connector. Carol shows concerns about Roaches Run falling 
through he cracks. She mentions that a rep from the National Park Services had 
said in a meeting last March that the County should take first steps towards 
improvement since NaPa doesn’t have much interest in the improvement of 
Roaches Run. Barbara mentions past flooding of the parkway by Roaches Run 
per effects of climate change and the importance of investing there. Carol 
suggests we should put this item in the 10-year CIP. Michael agrees. 

o Library in Center Park. In active negotiations with JBG Smith. Timing will be set 
after the negotiations. Carol Fuller asks about whether the $1.1 million is still 
being allocated to this project and Matt confirmed. Michael Dowell asks about 
the history of the negotiation. Several attendants mention that it is a 10-year 
lease at no cost with at 10-year extension. 

o CC-to-DCA construction. Tylor brings this item for consideration. Christer Ahl 
mentions that Mark Schwartz did not see it as a CIP item when he spoke with 
Mark last year. Bob says that this item is funded by State of Virginia and the 
Northern Virginia Transportation Authority. Nevertheless, Bob suggests including 
this item in the CIP package just to put it as a priority. 

o 23rd Street realignment as it hits route one. Tylor brings this item for 
consideration. 

o Emergency access to the Army Navy Club. Carol Fuller brings this item for 
considerations. 

• Michael suggests making edits to the previous CIP run and adding the items mentioned. 
He asks for volunteers to start drafting the letter. 

• Rob talks about the TIF money. He talks about the importance of making sure TIF money 
is spent locally. Most of the attendants agree. He suggests reminding the County about 
this. 
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• Rob talks about reminding the County of the importance of delivering public spaces 
close to the opening date of adjacent developments. 

• Michael, Rob, Carol and Pam will draft the letter. 
 
3. Discussion: member thoughts on pros/cons of expansion of CCCRC to cover the Pentagon 
City planning area.  

• Michael mentions that the recent PDSP for Pentagon City allow for lots of flexibility and 
it is still in the air whether there are considerations about stablishing a group like what 
the CCCRC is to the CCSP. Michael says that Libby Garbey is interested in knowing what 
the group thinks about that and also about the CCCRC expanding to Pentagon City. 

• Michael mentions that someone else from the board has said that “they were not too 
keen on adding a new commission”. 

• Judy Freshman says the current CCCRC is very close to represent both CC and PC since 
the membership already represent both areas and has interest in both areas. She 
suggests expanding the charter but not the group. 

• Pamela supports the expansion. He asks to the group about supposed next steps if this 
was the direction we would go. Michael says we would ask the board about next steps. 

• Rich Kelly also agrees. He suggests that since the County has decided to include 
Arlington Ridge in the Pentagon City group, the whole neighborhood should be added as 
well. 

• Carol supports the expansion but not expanding the group. She doesn’t like the name of 
National Landing for the group, because it doesn’t include Arlington Ridge. 

• Rob aligns himself with Judy. 
• Matt mentions that creating a civic association tied to the Pentagon City PDSP area 

would present challenges since it is a strong renter-based population. Combining both 
areas look like a more feasible option. 

• Barbara aligns herself with Judy. 
• Susan agrees connecting the two areas is more practical and supports the idea. 
• Judy emphasizes the need to keep reaching out to renters. 
• Taylor aligns himself with the arguments of others. 
• Michael will send a letter to Libby Garvey expressing the support of the group for the 

expansion of the CCCRC to Pentagon City. 
 
4. Input on topics for remaining 3 2022 meetings. 

• Michael mentions Libbey Garvey showed interest in the small business community. 
Suggested that as a topic for future meeting. Also, about the future of the underground. 

• Michael suggests having a transportation update in another meeting as it usually 
happens every year. 

• Pamela suggests route 1 as one of the topics. Michael agrees and asks when the best 
time would be to talk about route 1. Pamela suggests sooner rather than later (June?). 
Rob suggests to hold on until April when there is a VDOT meeting scheduled that might 
bring more ideas to the mix. 
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• Carol suggests having a conversation on essential services. Such as schools, fire stations, 
community facilities, etc. 

• Rob suggests the topic about how the green ribbons from the Pentagon City SP fit in the 
rest of the area. He suggests having conversations about at future transportation 
masterplan. 


